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30 reasons why the shares are likely to be a bug on a windshield
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Conclusion – 30 reasons to question current valuations
Contrarian Marketplace Research (CMR) provides 30 valid reasons to show Tesla (TSLA) is richly
valued. Institutional investors have heard many of the financial arguments of its debt position, subsidies,
cash burn and other conventional metrics. What CMR does is give Tesla all the benefits of the doubt.
Even when extended every courtesy based on Tesla’s own 2020 production target of 1,000,000 vehicles
and ascribing the margins of luxury makers BMW Group (BMW) & Daimler (DAI) the shares are worth
42% less than they are today. When stacked up against the lower margin volume manufacturers, the
26 reasons shares are worth 83% less. There is no fuzzy math involved. It is merely looking through a different lens.
We do not deny Tesla’s projected growth rates are superior to BMW or DAI but the risks appear to be
amplifying in a way that exposes the weak flank of the cult that defines the EV maker- ‘production hell’.

A successful
cult but
realities are
dawning

Worth 25x
FCA?

Virtue
signalling
governments
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Follow social media feeds and Tesla’s fans bathe in the cognitive dissonance of ownership and their
charismatic visionary, CEO Elon Musk. No-one can fault Musk’s entrepreneurial sales skills yet his
business is at the pointy end of playing in the major leagues of mass production, which he himself
admitted 18 months ago was a ‘new’ challenge. Let us not kid ourselves. This is a skill that even Toyota,
the undisputed king of manufacturing, a company that has coined pretty much every industrial
efficiency jargon (JIT, Kanban, Kaizen) has taken 70 years to hone. It might have escaped most
investors’ attention but Lockheed Martin called on Toyota to help refine the manufacturing processes of
the over budget F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. If that is not a testament to the Japanese manufacturer’s
brilliance Tesla is effectively Conor McGregor taking on Aichi’s version of Floyd Mayweather.
Yet Tesla’s stock has all the hallmarks of the pattern we have seen so many times – the hype and
promise of disruptors like Ballard Power, GoPro and Blackberry which sadly ended up in the dustbin of
history as reality dawned. Can investors honestly convince themselves that Tesla is worth 25x more than
Fiat Chrysler (a company transformed) on a price to sales ratio? 10x Mercedes, which is in the sweet
spot of its model cycle?
Conventional wisdom tells us this time is different for Tesla. Investors have been blinded by virtue
signalling governments who are making bold claims about hard targets for EVs even though those
making the promises are highly unlikely to even be in office by 2040. What has not dawned on many
governments is that 4-5% of the tax revenue in most major economies comes from fuel excise. Fiscal
budgets around the world make for far from pleasant viewing. Are they about to burn (no pun intended)
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such a constant tax source? Do investors forget how overly eager governments made such recklessly
uncosted subsidies causing the private sector to over invest in renewable energy sending countless
companies to the wall?
Let us not forget the subsidies directed at EVs. The irony of Tesla is that it is the EV of the well-heeled.
So the taxes of the lawnmower man with a pick-up truck are going to pay for the Tesla owned by
the client who pays his wages to cut the lawn. Then we need look no further than the hard evidence
of virtue signalling owners who run the other way when the subsidies disappear.
To prove the theory of the recent thought bubbles made by policy makers, they are already getting urgent
emails from energy suppliers on how the projections of EV sales will require huge investment in the
grid. The UK electricity network is currently connected to systems in France, the Netherlands and Ireland
through cables called interconnectors. The UK uses these to import or export electricity when it is most
economical. Will this source be curtailed as nations are forced into self-imposed energy security?
So haphazard is the drive for EV legislation there are over 200 cities in Europe with different
regulations. In the rush for cities to outdo one another this problem will only get worse. Getting two city
councils to compromise is one thing but 200 or more across country lines? Without consistent regulations,
it is hard to build EVs that can accommodate all the variance without boosting production costs. On top
of that charging infrastructure is an issue. Japan is a good example. Its EV growth will be limited by
elevator parking and in some suburban areas, where car lots are little more than a patch of dirt where
owners are unlikely to install charging points. Charging and battery technology will keep improving but
infrastructure harmonisation and ultimately who pays for the cost is far from decided. With governments
making emotional rather than rational decisions, the only conclusion to be drawn is unchecked virtuous
bingo which will end up having to be heavily compromised from the initial promises as always.

Then there are the auto makers. While they are all making politically correct statements about their
commitments to go full EV, they do recognise that ultimately customers will decide their fate. A
Automakers universal truth is that car makers do their best to promote their drivetrains as a performance differentiator
are telling us to rivals. Moving to full EV removes that unique selling property. Volkswagen went out of its way to cheat
fibs the system which not only expressed their true feelings about man-made climate change but hidden
within the $80bn investment is the 3 million EVs in 2042 would only be c.30% of VW’s total output today.
Even Toyota said it would phase out internal combustion in the 2040s. Dec 31st, 2049 perhaps?
Speaking to the engineers of the auto suppliers at the 2017 Tokyo Motor Show, they do not share the
Suppliers fervour of policy makers either. It is not merely the roll out of infrastructure, sourcing battery materials
admit it from countries that have appalling human rights records (blood-cobalt?) but they know they must bet on
the future. Signs are that the roll out will be way under baked.
Daikyo
Nishikawa &
Toyoda
Gosei the
best
exposures
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While mean reversion is an obvious trade, the reality is that for all the auto makers kneeling at the altar
of the EV gods, they are still atheists at heart. The best plays on the long side are those companies that
happily play in either pond – EV or ICE. The best positioned makers are those who focus on cost effective
weight reduction – the expansion of plastics replacing metal has already started and as autonomous
vehicles take hold, the enhanced safety from that should drive its usage further. Daikyo Nishikawa
(4246) and Toyoda Gosei (7282) are two plastics makers that should be best positioned to exploit those
forking billions to outdo each other on tech widgets by providing low cost, effective solutions for OEMs.
Amazing that for all of the high tech hits investors pray to discover, the dumb, analogue solution ends up
being the true diamond in the rough!
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1. A different way to look at Tesla?

Disruptors

When looking at ‘disruptors’ in any industry, conventional approaches to valuations are often sought but
are rarely of much value because of the apples and oranges argument. Indeed Tesla has shrugged off
many a short selling as charismatic CEO Elon Musk manages to allay concerns about his business. He
is the cult leader and without a shadow of a doubt deserves a lot of credit for waking the incumbent autos
makers from their complacent slumber.

Fig.1: Short Interest Tesla shares (mn)
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PSR

CMR took a different approach to see whether there was a way to show how rich the valuations have
become. A simple look at a price to sales ratio shows Tesla as almost as expensive as Ferrari. We
questioned whether Tesla was worth more than 25x on this metric than Fiat Chrysler, which is knocking
it out of the park or over 10x Daimler? Projected growth is one thing but delivery is reality.

Fig.2: Current Price to Sales Ratio (x)
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Apple or
LVMH?
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Tesla is also rated higher than Apple (AAPL) and Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy (LVMH) on PSR but a
quick look at margins, Fig. 3 reveals:
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Fig.3: FY2016 Operating Margin (%)
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Ferrari Not content with that comparison, we decided to look at what valuation the market gave to individual auto
stocks versus their production, Fig.4. Ferrari (RACE) was excluded at $3.5 million as on the grounds it is
an outlier. Indeed at c.20% margins it could be argued it is a cult that makes luxury good returns.

Fig. 4: CY2016 Market Capitalisation per Production Unit by auto OEM (US$)
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Source: Contrarian Marketplace Research, company data

Benefit of the While the production ramp-up is indeed ahead of it when we looked at Tesla’s 2020 ambition of 1,000,000
doubt units production. With the clear production ramp-up problems being faced we believe that assuming it
can attain the types of profit margins of luxury makers Mercedes Benz and BMW, Tesla is indeed being
given an unearned boost.

BMW vs
Tesla
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We believe that one has to look at Tesla in as positive a light as possible to show that even in rosy
scenarios the shares look extremely expensive. In reality BMW would be a more realistic maker to
compare side by side because of the luxury S and X models with the Mini brand at similar price points to
the Model 3.
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42% lower

We believe that the current share price of $321 (as of October 27, 2017) grossly overvalues the company.
At various stages of attained production based on today’s valuation would mean an implied share price
ceteris paribus between $92.59 (-71%) and $185.19 (-42%).

Fig.5: Tesla implied share based on 2020 production targets ranked
against blended M-Benz & BMW Mkt Cap/Production Ratio
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Up to 91%
lower

Indeed if Tesla struggles over coming years to make returns beyond that of rank and file volume
manufacturers, is the fact it sells luxury segment cars worthy of assigning it a premium valuation? If we
stack Tesla up against the blended average of Toyota, Honda, Nissan, GM, Ford, FCA and Volkswagen
we get implied share prices between $28.03 (-91%) and $56.06 (-82%).

Fig. 6: Tesla implied share based on 2020 production targets ranked
against blended volume Brands Mkt Cap/Production Ratio
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Indeed the above looks absolutely sensational so we endeavour to look at examples in other industries
which also play to providing much more context and perspective on why the world is littered with
examples of Tesla’s in the making.
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2. Orders are not Deliveries. Always risks of cancellation
The press fawned over Tesla’s Model 3 launch in the initial weeks. Unsurprisingly the media frenzy
Orders are had barely attempted to give a balanced perspective. Some hailed the feat of the Model 3 as the
not deliveries equivalent top 6 model by unit sales in the 2015 US passenger car market. In the real world, car
sales are generally recorded on delivery or at the very least production. Had they calculated the
backlog with respect to likely production ramp up from 2017 (which is already off to a dreadful start)
the likelihood would be that orders would take four years to clear. That would get the Tesla 3 to not
much better than 40th place on deliveries if all goes to current plan (which could be revised).

63,000
cancellations

Add to that the risk of cancellations. Musk admitted in August this year that the number of orders went
from approximately 518,000 to 455,000, a net loss of 63,000 or a $63 million return in deposits. Musk
said,

“Those cancellations occurred over the course of more than a year…I think [these numbers] are
Tesla
Burgers

inconsequential. With a small amount of effort we can easily drive the Model 3 reservation number to
something much higher but there’s no point. It’s like if you’re a restaurant and you’re serving
hamburgers and there’s like an hour and a half wait for hamburgers, do you really want to encourage
more people to order more hamburgers?”

Why would
Tesla turn
away clients?

The answer is yes. A true endorsement for the latent demand in the Model 3 would be driven by that
fact alone. 500,000 is an impressive number but the fact it is not continuing to grow beyond this
suggests that it is accounting for a large chunk of the demand for it.

To think people queue for days outside Apple stores to buy the latest iPhones, the Model 3 is the
Flippant layman’s way of virtue signalling to the world. Even having a reservation ticket should be seen
remarks as a bragging rite. To flip the argument on its head, those 63,000 who had initially lined up for a
Tesla Burger left the queue. If mainstream auto makers had such confidence in their customers’
willingness to buy their products they would be able to achieve far superior margins than they do
now.
Economic As a former aerospace analyst new aircraft launches often came with huge ‘order’ books and fanfare
growth will be but given the large lead times for delivery dates many things could change creating delays or
vital cancellations. If we get a downturn in the economy perhaps the dream of owning a Model 3 may

diminish forcing those buyers to ask for a return of the $1,000 deposit.
3. Gigafactory or Bootcamp?
Gigafactory
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The Tesla Gigafactory - vital to support the roll out - is already showing it is having teething problems.
Hiring has revealed itself as a bottleneck too. The Nevada Governor’s Office of Economic Development
(GOED) claimed 272 people were working at Tesla and Panasonic factories at 2015 year end well under
the 700 predicted. At full clip the factory is slated to employ around 6,500. These are best case scenarios.
Did Tesla think Toyota perfected best in class manufacturing (JIT, kaizen and Kanban) overnight? Musk
has already admitted “production hell” for the Tesla Model 3. Tesla, according to some analysts said that
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Training
workers

Tesla hadn’t secured a production manager 18 months before the plant got the go ahead. Surely
such an individual needed to be part of planning of the plant build.
Do you think it takes minimal time to train line workers? VW once confessed it took them around 5 years
to fully train a service bay technician at a dealer. This limited the speed with which it could expand
dealerships. Production is an entirely different beast than hooking a car up to a diagnostics tool in a
dealer service bay.

10 years vs
70 years

Nevada’s
$1.3bn

If Tesla ramps production too quickly it could well backfire (no tailpipe, no pun). Can investors truly have
confidence that in such a short space of time that Tesla can learn inside a decade what has taken the
better part of 70 years of continuous improvement at Toyota? Also Tesla must decide at what level of
annualised production is sustainable over the long term. There is no point building a factory that can
churn out 500,000 units in one year if it is to produce 150,000 cars the following year. Factories are high
fixed cost assets. If it is built to a scale such that it can’t sustain consistent production then efficiency
goes down the (power) plug hole (pun intended).
Sure Tesla is getting a lot of grants and subsidies but if it can’t get the production right, governments will
be reluctant to shell out more. The state of Nevada (which has provided $1.3 billion in incentives for
Tesla) projected Tesla to employ 4,700 in 2017 and 6,500 by 2018 but the maker has applied for only
4,000 jobs over five years.

Tesla admitted in its latest quarterly that it had only produced 260 Model 3 cars from the start of
Switching production in late July through to September 30, far short of the 1,500 the company had forecast. Did
gears you not find it surprising when Musk immediately switched gears to talk Puerto Rican battery farms which
glossed over the disastrous and toxic Model 3 status?

By their own
admission
they are
rookies of
production

While production hell is one thing to call it, Musk still ‘assures’ investors that can be churning out 20,000
Model 3’s a month by December, and 500,000 a year by the end of 2018! Toyota or VW never set out
on production hell with new models. They take the production approach, “Give me six hours to chop
down a tree and I will spend the first four sharpening the axe”. Tesla is just chopping and hoping the axe
handle won’t snap. It shows just how many corners are being cut by Tesla in an industry where efficiency
is everything. It shows it is running on hope, prayers and a lot of Red Bull.

Just poach a
Toyota plant
manager!

Ah yes but surely they could just poach some Toyota line managers and it would be sweet. That would
be neat but if such a person could not convert workers into the ‘Toyota Way’ then execution may come
up short. Tesla admitted that parts shortages for the Model X slowed production but vowed the
Model 3 won’t fall foul of the same. It already has! Of course Tesla has no intention to fail on any
model in its line up but it introduces a perfect time to discuss the commitment of the supply chain.

Production is
everything in
autos

Production is the Achilles heel of any manufacturer. Break even rates for auto makers tend to hover at
the 70% capacity mark. It should concern people that Tesla is learning the ropes while at the same time
giving itself too much to hang itself with. It was around 15 years ago that Chrysler (under Daimler’s
stewardship) had its Belvedere plant so poorly costed and operated that it had a breakeven rate north of
100%. It was cheaper to overproduce and lose money on each sale than stop production. So to CMR
production is the biggest make or break area and evidence to date shows the company is a rank amateur
compared to its competition.
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4. Bringing suppliers to the party as they actually have to believe to commit
Auto
suppliers no
longer
gullible

Another area that investors often overlook is that automotive suppliers have learnt from past mistakes. It
is no longer a case of taking any business that comes their way. Depending on what model is being
produced, profitability can wildly fluctuate. So unlike mobile phone suppliers which can be desperate to
get onto a manufacturer’s supply list, accepting business is not a fait accompli.

Many US auto suppliers were pushed into Chapter 11 by their US OEMs when they were asked for price
cuts to compensate for poor selling vehicles. It was a double whammy. Deteriorating capacity utilisation
Chap 11 on razor thin margins crushed them twice.

Commitment
easier with a
track record

Suppliers
aren’t rushing
to be
suppliers to
Tesla

Of course for an automotive supplier to commit to production rates, the OEM (in this case Tesla) must
make a compelling case for sustainable unit sales. Sure Tesla may have 455,000 orders but unless there
is clarity on production rates then price, quality and durability discussions will vary.
Recall the huge delays Boeing suffered throughout the 787 development program which pushed certain
members of the supply chain to the brink of insolvency. Some suppliers were very vocal about refusing
to contract under such circumstances ever again. Others were forced to sell out their stake in the
program. Automotive and indeed industrial suppliers are once bitten, twice shy.
If indeed Tesla is such a no brainer, ask yourself why the majority of Tesla’s main suppliers (outside of
Panasonic) are not household names. The bulk of components for the Tesla are from Taiwanese
suppliers. Panasonic could well see itself hoisted by its own petard by backing Tesla as it has. Asking
suppliers at the Tokyo Motor Show, hardly any showed any interest in lining up to set up in Nevada.

5. Quality – Tesla ‘below average’

Poor quality

Eventually
customers
grow tired

Expensive
materials
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Quality. We are confident Tesla will improve over time but according to J.D.Power & Co, the EV maker’s
reliability is a long way from the best. It currently has a ‘below-average’ grade. Tesla’s Model X has
earned the wooden spoon in the 2017 Consumer Reports study on automotive quality. The car was
marked down for problems hardware, paint, trim and climate system.
At some stage quality will matter given the price point. Investors and buyers are looking at Tesla a bit like
an Apple iPhone. Some think a simple software patch may fix everything. However if electric motors need
replacing because durability is not up to par then higher spec pushes cost up. There is a difference
between hardware and software. Apple may be able to convince buyers to part with their cash even with
lower internal specs than Samsung but cars are a different ball game. Also current owners will live with
the experience but if reliability becomes a broader problem then owners may be deterred from buying
another in the future. Incumbent car makers are all about growing their customers into long term family
members. Quality at some point bites, and not even cult following can prevent it.
Tesla has had other public issues. In Norway a Tesla caught fire while charging. As the fire is electric,
water can’t be used as it reacts with the lithium and makes the fire worse. Tesla was forced to reinforce
the battery pack underneath with a titanium underbody shield. It is not saying gasoline cars do not catch
fire during accidents or refuelling but it does not help with marketing and the addition of titanium body
shields unexpectedly adds to the bill of materials.
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Dealers also
amateur

This idea that dealers are a thing of the past is nonsense. If there is a funny clunk on an individual car or
a major recall, dealers bring peace of mind and smooth out the process. Yet Tesla, which has quality
problems the amateur nature of the dealer network as evidenced by the following complaint by a
customer
"I was on my way to pick up my new Tesla today, when I got a call from the delivery specialist telling
me that my car had mistakenly been given to another customer over the weekend. Now they want to
deliver the car to me after it had been used by someone else. This diminishes the joy and experience of
expecting your new car. Not a happy camper at all. Very unprofessional. After all, don't they check VIN
numbers before delivering cars?"

Inventory
A smaller dealer footprint means Tesla also suffers from higher inventory days, which is also an
interesting aside of the inefficiency of production and distribution.

Fig.7: Auto makers - Days Inventory - FY2016
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Dealers
matter

Dealers still matter. The idea that the old dealer model is dead is used as an excuse to make up
for what Tesla lacks, some 261 dealers. GM has north of 20,000. Toyota has distribution clout that
has taken over 50 years to develop. Dealers make money mainly through spare parts and servicing.
Not on new car sales. Even if Teslas don’t require oil changes and new spark plugs, standard repairs
such as brake fluid, brake pads or fixing faulty panels or air conditioning will none-the-less be
required. While Tesla may claim lower maintenance, dealership franchises will be harder to come
by if the prospect of showroom traffic shrinks. Fossil fuelled cars are ever more reliable and servicing
periods extended but dealers still make their crust from the return visits.

Recall in March 2011 when the earthquake and tsunami forced Japanese domestic auto production
The power of into emergency mode. Naturally the disruption in the supply chain caused a sharp dip in unit
distribution shipments. The absence of a 5 yen widget can result in an inability to ship a $100,000 car. The
analyst community harped on that Hyundai would steal Toyota’s lunch for good. Pre-quake, Toyota
in the US sold around 115-120 cars per dealer per month. Hyundai averaged around 60. Over the
next 3-4 months Hyundai hit mid 70s levels, similar to capacity constrained Toyota. As it happened
the all new Toyota Camry was nearing launch. Six months after the quake, Toyota was selling 140
cars per dealer per month and Hyundai slipped back to the early 60s. This is a lesson on supply
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Risk of
recalls

chain management and distribution clout. Hyundai is an admirable performer to be sure but Toyota
has 30+ years head start to lay out its footprint. How quickly can Tesla establish dealer networks?
6. Recalls – how quickly can Tesla react?
The risk of recalls could also be a future stumbling block for Tesla. Although fewer moving parts
should lead to fewer things to go wrong, there is the risk that if something does go wrong it is possible
it could be bigger. In normal fossil fuelled cars, recalls are often limited to a seal, hose or pump
which is generally easily accessed, simple and cheap to repair. Or much larger items such as
airbags. Embarrassing yes, but the dealer can generally sort it without the car having to be off the
road for too long.

Can supply
chain react?

If something was to go wrong with a Tesla battery pack (hardware) for whatever reason and battery
production was already constrained on new car production, replacement batteries for recalls on
existing vehicles would not only take priority (due to safety) but likely cause serious disruptions to
new car capacity utilisation rates which could seriously undermine profitability.
7. Incumbent supplier relationships and reading OEM intentions

Incumbent
car makers
have been
heavily
investing in
EV

Let us not forget that incumbent car makers have huge R&D centres too. A company like Toyota
(which incidentally sold its shares in Tesla) has huge battery technology given its long association
in hybrid. Think of why Toyota sold? Toyota’s engineers would have seen Tesla’s technology first
hand and after thorough examination saw the start-up as possessing nothing they didn’t possess
already. Sadly no comforting lies. Just unpleasant truths.
CMR had an opportunity to drive an electric Ford Fiesta and Th!nk in Aachen Germany in 2000. The
global car makers have all been playing in EVs way longer than Tesla. It is not a question of whether
car producers make mistakes – they do – it is just that experience in the car game is important in
the long run.

When mega Recall when Bosch sold its stake in SB LiMotive to its JV partner Samsung SDI. Local auto analysts
suppliers sell were relishing the deal as a great win for the Koreans! Excuse me? When a company with over 100
the keys years of experience in the automotive parts industry wants out of a future technology, it is

presumably because it has had a massive heads-up from the auto OEM customers. Knowing the
blue-print to the OEM’s future will mean Bosch’s word will carry more weight over the newbie.
Everyone wants to look at Tesla as a disruptor. Toyota sells 80x more vehicles per annum and with
EVs around 1% of total vehicle sales worldwide at the end of 2015 is unlikely to move the needle
anytime soon, even with government moves to kill off the ICE by 2040.
8. Disruptors often show lots of promise but haven’t always fared well
Cautionary
tales
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Ballard Power (BLD CN) was expected to revolutionise fuel cell EVs (FCEV) and reshape the future
of the car industry. The hype back in the late 1990s was huge as many thought EVs would be
over 10% of the total market by 2010. In 2017 we are struggling to push 1%. More than regale
the story of Ballard Power perhaps the share price explains it much better. Commercialisation is
always the key. Yes, Tesla has commercialised its products but competitors must see the segment
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as a gap in their own market and will look to fill it. Spoiling the market for Tesla is a strategy in and
of itself. Even if it is loss making, car makers will entertain such moves and have far broader
infrastructure and existing platforms to develop new product.

Fig.8: Bubble trouble - GoPro, Blackberry & Ballard Power...Tesla next?
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GoPro
schooled

We could even argue that commercial successes such as GoPro (GPRO) can turn upside-down when
sleeping giants such as Nikon (7731) wake up to apply its superior in-house technology and quality to an
action camera solution (e.g. Nikon KeyMission 360). With features that belittle existing GoPro product
the crimped margins have caused an 80% fall in the share price since August 2015 highlights the
fickleness of consumers spooking investors. Is Tesla any less at risk of losing out to innovation from
makers who have infinitely superior customer and segment information?

Fig.9: GoPro - when cool gets schooled
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8. Product, Product, Product and rear-guard actions from incumbents
When the
giants awake
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Have you noticed that Porsche is coming to market with the Mission E EV by the end of the decade?
BMW, Audi and Mercedes Benz will surely follow. If they come out at similar price points then ‘brand’
will become a big swing factor. Tesla is actively pitching itself as the affordable EV (no doubt
subsidies and tax incentives for consumers helps). They will in part do this to marginalise Tesla as
a defensive measure.

mcn@analogica.jp

Fig. 10: Porsche Mission E given production green light - due in 2020

Source: Company Data

To that end it will be negative for near to mid-term margins. If you were presented with the option of
buying a Porsche Mission E or a Tesla Model S for the same money there is no question you’d buy
Mission E
the Porsche. If the Porsche was a 20% premium, one might still buy the Porsche over the Tesla for
brand reasons.
Remember people buy iPhones which are technically inferior to the latest Samsung Galaxy series
in specifications. However Apple knows it can charge a premium for the brand because in an ever
Bragging
increasingly narcissistic world the badge is more important than the product. In Porsche’s case it is
rights in the
doubtful it will be a compromise because the dynamics, performance and cachet ensure it will be a
bar
juicy premium. When you are posing your fluorescent Porsche key fob at the bar it will start a
conversation quicker than it will with a Tesla keychain. Not only can you display your wealth but your
eco-mentalism at the same time.
Do people really think that Toyota (or Lexus for that matter) can’t put together a car similar in price,
performance and spec to a Tesla? Why do you think the mainstream makers have focused much
more on hybrid technology than pure EV? Many car makers push their drivetrain DNA as a major
differentiating factor to competitors. If they decide to go full EV then it comes down to design, price
and in the end we have proverbial white goods on wheels. Car makers will defend their DNA till the
cows come home. They will promote EVs as socially responsible activity but the low residual values
is also indicative of the relative lack of interest shown to date.
9. Mainstream car makers have not put forward best efforts yet but they will
Full credit to Tesla for offering the first real luxurious EV. Outside of that mainstream car makers’

Poor EVs
EVs have been far cries from best efforts. Most have been low end built to a price city cars
offered to
(Mitsubishi i-MiEV, Nissan Leaf, Chevy Volt etc.) which actually look relatively expensive to the
date

Tesla in terms of appointments. They were never really designed much beyond use as city runabouts which would be used for picking the kids up from school and doing the supermarket run. Is
it any wonder the 3yr residuals on the city cars have hovered in the 20-30% range as outlined below?
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Fig.11: Residual Values on EVs after 3-years – 2016 survey
Make

Model

Average Trade In

Average TE MSRP

Retention after
3 years (%)

Tesla

Model S

$50,650

$88,550

57.2%

Toyota

RAV4 EV

$24,100

$50,645

47.6%

Ford

Focus Electric

$12,708

$39,995

31.8%

Chevrolet

Volt

$12,525

$39,995

31.3%

Nissan

LEAF

$9,300

$36,733

25.3%

Mitsubishi

i-MiEV

$6,166

$29,975

20.6%
Source: NADA Used Car Guide, ALD

Auto makers
virtue
signalling
via PR
departments
but aren’t
fooling
anyone

10. Mainstream auto companies should thank Tesla

Talk to an automaker in private and they will admit they are against full EV because it ruins the
most fundamental part of their DNA - the drivetrain. Sure all the makers are making noise to
keep the governments off their back by virtue signaling they have the ‘environment’ at the
forefront. Look at VW’s PR department talking $80bn investment in EV out to 2030, a sum they
would be spending anyway. 30% of its vehicles will be EVs it claims. 3 million electric vehicles
per annum, half which would be sold in China by 2042. Look beyond the headlines and exChina, VW’s actual EV mix would be only 17% of total units by today’s output. It is rather telling
for a brand that openly lied about its diesel emissions doesn’t care for the environment as much
But 2040? as by its own production forecasts show – over 70% will still be fossil fueled by 2042.

Tesla did the
auto OEMs a
massive
favour

Auto makers
and EVs

Hang on a minute? Aren’t governments pushing 100% EV from 2040? We’ll get to the power of
the auto lobby later.
Tesla has actually done the incumbent car market a huge favour by sussing out the true latent
demand for luxury-end EVs. If luxury makers place it as a different power plant in their existing
line-up they can appease fossil fuel addictions and the eco-mentalist as well. Mercedes Benz
and BMW already have hybrid options in their existing line ups. Tesla has no alternative offering to
the other 99% of the market.

When you read all the blurb on automakers’ brochures what is the one area they can milk
consumers? Power and performance. Mercedes can sell you a base model C180 for a little bit
of profit and absolutely gouge out your eyeballs for the top-end high performance C63 which
will vaporize your wallet with the options list. The development costs of the EV can be funged
across the entire model range, something Tesla won’t be able to do.
11. The termination of Residual Value Guarantees

The Tesla Residual Value Guarantee, while well intentioned carried risks that crucified the leasing
Residuals arms of the Big 3. After the tech bubble collapsed at the turn of the century do you remember the
‘Keep America Rolling’ programme, which was all about free financing for five years? While sales
were helped along nicely, the reality was it stored up pain. As new car sales became harder to
achieve, new financial products offered sweeter upfront incentives and buyback guarantees
(because cheap finance was everywhere and not a differentiator) helped keep the fire stoked.
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However as front end incentives kept getting juicier, the cars on guaranteed buybacks were starting
to return to the market at prices well below the ‘guarantee’ leaving automotive finance arms in a
whole world of hurt and huge losses.
Goldberg & Hegde’s Residual Value Risk and Insurance study in 2009 suggested on average 92%
of cars returned to leasing companies recorded losses on return of up to 12%. Any company
can guarantee the price of its used product in theory, the question is whether used car buyers will
Big 3 had be willing to pay for it. Sadly Tesla does not get a say in what the consumer will be willing to pay.
huge losses
Reading through the guarantee naturally fine-print will taketh away.
Tesla ended the residual guarantee program back in July 2016. One wonders if Tesla’s attempts to
offer a safety valve was becoming untenable in the used market. It suggested that the removal of
this program was to be able to provide lower interest rate finance. Effectively an admission that the
residual program was beginning to cause pain.

12. Cars need to meet customer utility not just be electric for EV’s sake

Customer
needs still
require utility

What governments must consider with car purchases is utility. Why is it that SUVs remain one
of the most popular vehicle classes around? In the US, SUV sales have surged from 16.4% in
1980 to around 36% today. Could it be that the man who likes to sail needs a V8 Toyota Land
Cruiser or its equivalent to haul his 7000lb boat. While he might like a Tesla Model S with 22”
rims it can’t manage even half of the Toyota’s towing capacity. Could it be that a mother with 3
kids who often takes her parents on trips to the beach needs a minivan? Have they considered
the single bachelor who wants a BMW convertible? Or the DINKs couple who want a Range
Rover because they love to ski in the winter. In niche sectors, it may not be profitable for car
companies to fill those segments with EVs.

Fig.12 : Composition of New U.S. Light-Duty Vehicles by Vehicle Type
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Source: www.afdc.energy.gov/data/
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13: Has the auto industry been properly consulted?
Have the UK & French governments consulted the auto industry with their 2040 ban on petrol and
Auto makers diesel? It wouldn’t seem so. Having a zero emissions target is one thing. Why not tell auto makers
not consulted they need to get to zero emissions but give them complete technological freedom to hit those
targets? If the auto makers see necessity as the mother of invention, who are regulators to dictate
the technology? If an internal combustion engine can achieve zero emissions does that not meet
the goal?
Euro
emission
laws have
got us to
almost zero

It stands to reason that to question those with the least idea on the technology being the ones trying
to dictate the future. The zero emissions appeal of EVs is an effective virtue signaling device to
voters. However if we look at Euro emissions regulations introduced since 1993, one can see the
progress made in the last 20 years. Euro 6 started in 2015. For diesel particulate matter,
emissions are 97% down on Euro 1 (1993) and NOx down by 95% over the same period,
Fig.13.

Fig.13: Diesel emissions cut – Euro 1->6 – 97% lower in 20 years

Source: Delphi

By sheer virtue of the scale of emissions reduction in 20 years for internal combustion engines, why
not charge the auto makers to hit a zero emissions target by 2040 in any form they choose
Why not let
automakers provided it is met? All auto makers should be given the power to go full electric of their own volition.
choose? Why not allow the spirit of innovation to come to the fore and allow auto makers to defend their
brands in ways where they take the risk?

Tale of
Beru AG
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In 1999 CMR had the same discussion with Beru AG (now Borg Warner), a German diesel glow
plug maker. The CEO said that in 20 years the ability to cut emissions by almost 100% would
be achievable. Indeed he was correct. In another 23 years surely it can be solved.
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A 2014 study conducted by Penton Research produced this telling chart about how they aim to
meet government fuel efficiency regulations by 2025.

Fig.14: What have automakers in the US been focusing on to improve economy

Source: Penton Research

Auto maker
preferences

Daikyo
Nishikawa

As Fig.14 shows, automakers want to lighten materials to boost economy. Electrifying the vehicle ranked
third. This also included hybrids. As this was an American survey it isn’t surprising to see the low weight
of diesels as a solution.
Companies such as Daikyo Nishikawa (4246) have seen strong growth driven by the shift toward
plastic panels which are lighter and cheaper to produce. The Mazda Roadster is full of supplier’s
plastic panels for cost effective weight reduction. Daikyo Nishikawa has also managed to cut out the
painting process by a technology that allows the paint to be impregnated into the plastic panel with
finish quality properties as good if not superior to steel. Lighter weight and a reduction in the need for a
paint shop. Daikyo Nishikawa is even supplying plastic windows (except windscreen) to car makers such
as Daihatsu. The entire rear door of models like the Daihatsu Tanto and Wake are supplied as a module.

Winners in Irrespective of whether cars are EV or ICE, plastics companies such as Daikyo Nishikawa and Toyoda
an ICE or EV Gosei (7282) will be beneficiaries of the shift to plastics. As autonomous driving becomes a bigger part
world of the auto mix, then by rights safety levels will dramatically reduce the need for fortifying the vehicle over
time. Simple is best.
The irony of higher plastics usage to save weight will be the fact they are naphtha (fossil fuel) based.
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14. Governments are classic for changing their minds
As mentioned earlier, VW said it aims to be 30% EV by 2042. That is undoubtedly a realistic goal when
2040 or assessing production cost, development, infrastructure roll out and ultimately consumer demand. While
bust? the UK and France may have drawn a line in the sand for the ban on fossil fueled vehicles by 2040,
reality is that Westminster and Paris are at the mercy of the manufacturers and the supply chain
to meet the ambitious target. With the risk of an 8 year term of the Trump Administration, US
cooperation in EVs is effectively a dead end. Car makers need to split priorities.
CAFÉ
regulations

Trump
pushing out
to 2030

Our contention is that these targets get peeled back and pushed out. We have seen many delays in
the US Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFÉ) standards. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and the NHTSA began the development of regulating greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles in
2007.
The standard for passenger cars had stayed at 27.5 mpg from 1990 until 2007. In 2009, the government
set a fuel economy standard of 34.1 mpg for cars and light trucks by 2016. In 2012, it set a new target of
54.5 mpg by 2025. Trump is looking to push out the April 2018 deadline to hit 49.7mpg and the 2025
potentially out to 2030.
A study commissioned by the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers estimates the cost of compliance to
EPA regulations is around $1,249 per vehicle.

The Below we see the evolution of power trains in the US market in the last decade by number of new model
breakdown in introductions. Note that the EV slice includes the Plug-in hybrid EVs (PHEV). Hybrid shares have grown
US while petrol and diesel have shrunk relative.
Fig.15: 2006 SUV Model Breakdown by
power unit

Fig. 16: 2016 SUV Model Breakdown by power
unit
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Electric
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(Dedicated
and Bi-Fuel)
8%

Source: www.afdc.energy.gov/data/

One German auto supplier made the very poignant observation that in Europe there are 200 cities which
have their own individual sets of EV regulations. In their eagerness to outdo each other on the virtue
signalling front, there is almost no conceivable consistency making it extremely difficult for auto makers
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Praying on
political
weakness

to keep costs down. The supplier also mentioned that these governments are becoming too emotional
on the subect of EVs. This is clouding their judgement. Companies such as Schaeffler (SHA) are
exploiting this political weakness by proposing solutions from renewable power all the way to the motors
that power the EVs. Schaeffler AG is unfazed at the speed of the switch to EVs as it would appear that
governments are too busy tripping over who can appeal the most.
Even in America, California can postulate all it likes on providing more subsidies to the likes of Tesla but
with a fiscal position in deficit and a public pensionhole that is dwarfs its annual budget it can’t last.

15. Sensible EV subsidies?

Sensible
subsidies?

Harsh
realities await

Take California's new $3bn plan to support EV sales - effectively a deeply Democrat state fritting away
tax dollars to subsidize the wealthy. The poor chap who has to drive a 20-yo petrol pick-up truck because
he can’t afford a new one is probably paying taxes to subsidize the guy who pays him to mow his lawn
to buy that Tesla. It is a serious question.
We should not overlook the latest $2 billion deficit in California, nor the huge unfunded pension liabilities
of CalPERS which has an unfunded pension liability of $900bn. The US Federal Reserve (Fed) reported
in 2013 that the State of California had an official unfunded pension liability status equivalent to 43% of
state revenue. However, if marked-to-market with realistic discount rates we estimate that it is equivalent
to 300% of state revenue or 7x greater. If cuts have to be made, generous subsidies to the wealthy will
be high on the chopping list. The Californians had a 10% of GDP unfunded liability for its public servants
alone in 2013 which has likely grown even larger over the past four years.

Fig.17: US Public Pension Unfunded Liability as a % state GDP (2013)

Source: US Federal Reserve
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Consumers
express true
beliefs when
subsidies get
pulled

Have governments considered that consumers are already clearly showing their belief in ‘climate change
abatement’ by the cars they buy? When the subsidies were torn from Tesla in HK, sales went to zero
while in Danish Tesla registrations fell 94%. Isn’t that evidence enough of how these vehicles are only
tax avoidance devices, not the action of deep seated ecologists?

So before running for madder green schemes to save the planet perhaps governments should remind
themselves of past failures. Moreover, when governments get heavily involved in subsidizing industries
it generally results in disaster by creating massive oversupply like we saw in solar and wind industries.
The horror of
Spain perhaps provides the strongest evidence of this. Around 2004 it wanted to get 1GW of solar under
Spain’s solar
its feed in tariff over 4 years. Instead it got 4GW in 1 year meaning its budget exploded 16x and it had
subsidies
€120bn in tax liabilities over the course of the promise. In the end, the government reneged. So much
for the assurance of government run programs.
The German authorities went big for bio-fuels in 2008 forcing gas stands to install E-10 pumps to cut
CO2. However as many as 3 million cars at the time weren’t equipped to run on it and as a result
German back consumers abandoned it leaving many gas stands with shortages of the petrol and gluts of E-10 which
flip on left the petrol companies liable to huge fines (around $630mn) for not hitting government targets.
biofuels
Claude Termes, a member of European Parliament from the Green Party in Luxembourg said in 2008
that “legally mandated biofuels were a dead end…the sooner It disappears, the better…my
preference is zero…policymakers cannot close their eyes in front of the facts. The European
Parliament is increasingly skeptical of biofuels." Even ADAC told German drivers to avoid using E10
when traveling in other parts of continental Europe

EU became
sceptics of
their own Who could forget the disastrous funding of Solyndra which soon collapsed after misleading the
proposals
government to give it a $535mn loan? The Washington Times reported,

“Solyndra, the solar panel manufacturer who took more than $500 million from President Obama’s
stimulus then went bust, sticking taxpayers for the loss, lied to federal officials to secure the loan,
the Energy Department’s inspector general said in a report released Wednesday…But the Obama
Solyndra

administration goofed too, and may have cut corners in fully vetting the project because of “political
pressure” from top Democrats and Solyndra itself, the investigators said in their report, which took
four years to complete.”
All it takes is one scandal (we can be guaranteed of plenty in the quest for 2040) before politicans move
swiftly to cover up their own failures. Let us not overlook that most of the politicians pushing for “2040”
are unlikely to be in office in 23 years time.

16. Fuel excise taxes – 4-5% of government tax revenues
Fuel excise
taxes - oops
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We cannot ignore the huge tax revenues governments generate from fuel excise. Fuel duties in the UK
are expected to fetch around £35bn in 2017 or c.5% of total tax receipts. In Germany that number
is around €40bn, the third largest intake after income tax and GST. These are not trivial amounts and
many EU governments are below their promised levels of deficit and debt: GDP promises.
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Politicians will eventually discover their grand plans for EVs will end up as misguided altruism. Will they
then replace it with an electricity tax? We will soon discuss the huge problems the energy sector faces
which will create even bigger headaches for politicians who are putting expediency ahead of policy.
Can EU
While the UK may have Brexit in its pocket to get out of meeting its debt: GDP obligations (Stability &
states meet
Growth Pact) of a maximum of 60%, France must do its best to oblige Brussels although quarter on
obligations
quarter saw a 2.3% increase in its ratio. Will Italy, Spain、Germany and Austria follow suit on 2040?

Fig.18: Government Debt:GDP in Europe

Stability & Growth Pact line

Source: Eurostat

Scroll toward to fuel economy by vehicle type. The Federal Highway Administration looked at average
Which burns annual fuel consumption. Taking a simple sum of Class 8 trucks, annual sales which comprise around
the most 1.5% of passenger cars, they consume 42% the amount of equivalent fuel. While US haulage distances
fuel? are larger than those in the EU, the relative gaps to passenger cars is similar. Put simply trucks relative
impact is 27x higher than automobiles.

Gasoline Gallon Equivalents per Year

Fig.19 :Average Annual Fuel Use by Vehicle Type (gallons)
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17. Future for EV trucks? Tesla Semi is best as a concept

Electric
trucks limited

Japanese
regulations

At the 2017 Tokyo Motor Show, Isuzu was making much noise about their new electric truck. CMR
discussed with the engineers that the truck had a theoretical range of 100km. It is designed for smaller
loads over short select routes. However when pressed on the question of real range with heavier loads,
the range would be impacted. The weight over and above its diesel cousin it is based off was an extra
200kg.
Speaking to UD Trucks (subsidiary of Volvo trucks) their philosophy was compounded by local
regulations. In Japan, trucks have a maximum limit of 25 tonnes. If battery packs were added to the
mix, then the trucks would theoretically be forced to carry smaller loads which would ruin the
economics of the truck. These weight rules are designed to reduce the impact to roads

The Tesla Semi is another hype product. A battery powered truck would likely add around 10% weight
Tesla Semi than a standard diesel truck. The biggest hurdle is the ‘weight over the axles’. Most regulations dictate
how much weight over each axle. In the US, all 50 states have different regulations with respect to gross
weights and types of load that can be hauled. There are federal bridge regulations as well
Fig. 20: Calculation formulas for truck regulation – example of maximum size in US

Source: US Department of Transport

For haulage companies, efficiency is EVERYTHING. Roadside weighing stations are there for a
reason to make sure trucking companies obey the rules. The major truck manufacturers are aware of the
Efficiency is
diverse needs of their customers. Whether fleets or owner-drivers, on-road performance is everything.
key
For instance, Freightliner offers its biggest Class-8 truck series with a choice of 17 gearboxes, four
engines, two axle types and three suspension options. Customization is necessary.

8%gains by
truck makers
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For the 2018 model series of the major makers, most have achieved an extra 8% fuel economy gains for
on highway performance to around 5.5mpg. Tyre pressure monitoring and new slipstreaming bodies also
assist in the fuel savings. With a 150 gallon tank option, a driver can in theory do 1,300km. Batterypowered semi-tractors may be useful in low-speed, short-haul duty cycles, but long-haul makes little
sense because of the batteries bulk, weight and expense.
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The math Caterpillar has a simple to understand report on how engine performance, rolling, wind and grade

resistance all impact performance. Not to mention trucks require more frequent servicing because
of the mileage relative to passenger cars.
Fig.21: Caterpillar schematic on horsepower required to haul on a grade

Source: Caterpillar

Cars different Tesla must also realize that the Class-8 truck market in the US is around 250,000 units per year. It is
from trucks harder to make an impact in trucks than into a 17 million car market.
Those in the haulage business are extremely conservative. Their businesses run on tight margins
and every mile on the road counts. There is little wiggle room to take risks and switching costs are very
Switching high. In order to entice a haulage company to switch to EV trucks would require a lot of loss leading on
costs
Tesla’s part. Truck companies are unlikely to pay a premium to virtue signal. They only think in life cycle
cost terms. Put simply they haven’t time to sit for hours charging their batteries.
Ambulances
won’t work
effectively

Never short
of power
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Emergency Services are not convinced by EVs either. Have these governments considered the
impact of having reliable heat exchangers (from combustion engines) to power lifesaving equipment in
ambulances? It is easy to believe politicians have had no such discussions with the people that are most
affected. An Australian paramedic made the issue clear,
“We have Webasto heaters in our cars in the colder areas. Running off the diesel they can operate 24/7
if needed. If we don't have them some of our equipment doesn't work like our tympanic thermometers,
the blood glucose reader and then there is the problem of having cold fluids in the car. This is a problem
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if we are giving these IV because we can make a patient hypothermic if it's cold. Then there's just the
general environment inside the cab. It needs to be warm in winter.”
Change the
rules

What about LCVs? Will light commercial vehicles be exempt? Just watch the auto makers classify their
SUVs as LCVs and dodge the rules. The Hummer is a perfect example of this. It was so heavy that it
managed to be excluded from the passenger vehicle qualifications on fuel economy. So auto makers did
not need to include it in their CAFÉ calculations.

18. Taking into account life cycle costs of EVs
Unfortunately depending on what a country’s actual electricity generation mix is the charging of EVs can
have a larger impact on total emissions.
Climate The IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute was commissioned by the Swedish Transport
impact Administration and the Swedish Energy Agency to investigate lithium-ion batteries climate impact from a
life cycle perspective.
Cost of EVs The report showed that battery manufacturing leads to high emissions. For every kilowatt hour of storage
at factory capacity in the battery generated emissions of 150 to 200 kilos of carbon dioxide already in the factory.
gate Regular EV batteries with 25–30 kWh of capacity will result in 5 metric tonnes CO2, which is
equivalent to 50,000 km driving in a regular, fuel-efficient diesel vehicle

ICCT study

Another study by the International Council on Clean Transportation (ICCT) showed that depending on
the power generation mix, an all EV Nissan Leaf in the US or China was no better than a 2012 Prius.
Countries with higher relative nuclear power generation unsurprisingly had lower CO2 emissions
outcomes for EVs. By deduction countries with higher shares of coal or gas fired power negated
much of the ‘saving’ of an EV relative to gasoline power.

Fig.22: Electricity generation mix impacts on CO2 saving with EVs

Source: ICCT

The supplier One German auto supplier made clear that no matter what the propulsion source was, the actual
view of environmental impact was negligible. Its view was that the regulations made little sense in that the
impact technological advances on fossil fuels in coming decades would mean that the overall economic impact
would be much smaller than going full EV by 2040.
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19. Electricity Prices & Infrastructure
This is a sticky point. When the UK announced it was following France in the zero gasoline/diesel directive
by 2040, the concern of being able to power up to millions of EVs (from the 90,000-odd now) and the
impact on the grid quickly rose to the surface.
Sticky point

The drain on
the plug

UK capacity
issues in
2020s
looming

Some industry pundits have argued the UK will need a range of technologies to manage the projected
jump in power consumption by 15% in overall demand and spikes of up to 40% at peak periods.
Renewable energy sources (including wind, wave, marine, hydro, biomass and solar) made up 25% of
electricity generated in 2015. The UK aims to generate 30% of its electricity from renewable sources by
2020 in line with EU guidelines.
Britain is staring at the prospect of capacity issues in the early 2020s as old nuclear reactors are
decommissioned and remaining coal-fired plants are phased out by 2025. Hinckley Point C will add
around 3.2GWh to the grid. Up to 50 terrawatt hours (TWh) could be needed to charge all the EVs
expected by 2040. While some argue that charging EVs overnight alleviates much of this fear the reality
is most people charge their iPhones when they need it with little or no thought to others. If you wish to
charge your EV and the grid is at risk of collapsing, how will the government regulate this? Will they
mandate rationing? Enforce peak power pricing?

The UK electricity network is currently connected to systems in France, the Netherlands and Ireland
Borrowing through cables called interconnectors. The UK uses these to import or export electricity when it is most
from economical. In 2015, the UK was a net importer from France and the Netherlands with net imports of
neighbours 13.8 TWh and 8.0 TWh respectively which accounted for 5.8 per cent of electricity supplied in 2015. Total
that won’t be net exports to Ireland amounted to 0.9 TWh.
able to
help We should not forget the damage that EU regulators have caused the energy industry. The Economist
wrote that
“The decline of Europe’s utilities has certainly been startling. At their peak in 2008, the top 20
energy utilities were worth roughly €1 trillion ($1.3 trillion). Now they are worth less than half that.
Since September 2008, utilities have been the worst-performing sector in the Morgan Stanley index of
global share prices. In 2008 the top ten European utilities all had credit ratings of A or better. Now only
The reality of five do…The rot has gone furthest in Germany, where electricity from renewable sources has grown
government fastest. The country’s biggest utility, E.ON, has seen its share price fall by three-quarters from the peak
energy policy and its income from conventional power generation (fossil fuels and nuclear) fall by more than a third
even since 2010. At the second-largest utility, RWE, recurrent net income has also fallen by a third since 2010.
before EVs As the company’s chief financial officer laments, “Conventional power generation, quite frankly, as a
business unit, is fighting for its economic survival.”
The growing problem with the push for renewables as a larger part of the mix is the paradox of loading
more power consuming elements onto the grid (i.e. EVs) and looking to accommodate it with systems
that have a proven inability to provide reliable baseload power. South Australia is a perfect example of
this.
The lesson
from South
Australia
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By pursuing a 40% renewables energy policy South Australia has suffered multiple blackouts. It has
relied on the neighbouring state of Victoria to provide backup baseload power from its Hazelwood coal
fired plant. However Victoria has now closed Hazelwood meaning South Australia will be forced to spend
around $600mn to install new gas-fired capacity to offset the gap in supply capacity and demand. It will
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also add a $100mn battery plant to provide the state with four minutes of back-up power in the event of
a blackout. In peak summer with air-conditioners likely to be running it would fall to around 90 seconds.
Multiple
blackouts

South Australia has the world’s most expensive electricity prices, the highest unemployment rate in the
country and the slowest growth. The irony is that while the gas generation is being built, diesel generators
burning 80,000 litres of diesel per hour will provide the backstop until its operational. Fig.23 shows the
sharp rise in Australian electricity prices as more renewables have been added to the grid

The back-up} The shift to expensive renewables will actually create another problem for virtue signalling governments
problem because every consumer will suffer from higher electricity prices.

Fig. 23: Progression and forecast of residential Australian electricity prices
Rising
electricity
prices

Source: Jacobs International

When will
governments
realise?

At some point governments will be forced to realise that in order to guarantee a pledge of 100% EV sales
from 2040 it will require very sound policy on the generation front to combat the risk of power shortages.
Relying on other countries to provide alternative power could prove a fatal flaw in the 2040 deadline. The
construction of new energy capacity is never an overnight affair. The location, the energy source,
the local neighbours, the size of the output and the people and materials to construct it all play a part.
From start to finish, a decade is not an unreasonable time frame yet if countries like France are
relied upon to import electricity any policy change on their side can have very damaging side effects.
In short we have governments deliberately loading a grid at the same time it is making it far less reliable.
This will have to play a part in a 2040 solution. In any event electricity prices are likely to rise putting
further stress on households.
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Fig.24: Progression of household UK electricity GBp/KWh (2004-2015)

Source: OVO Energy

UK prices up
63%

In the last ten years the real price of electricity in the UK has risen by 63%, This is before EVs enter the
electricity grid in earnest.
In any event rising electricity prices drives down the relative economic rationale for EV ownership for the
end consumer unless governments will actively subsidise electricity.

20. Battery Technology Advances
Battery
technology

Solid state
batteries

Solid state
suppliers

Of course we cannot rule out advancements in battery technology which by deduction will offset any
prices hikes in electricity by greater range. One of the main challenges with conventional lithium -ion
type batteries is, you can increase the energy and power, or you can improve safety, but not both,
There is high anticipation for Toyota’s solid state battery technology which in theory will speed charges,
improve the performance of the per cell power stack and reduce materials. Such advancements would
also weigh on the aforementioned electricity grid considerations but the question will still come down to
commerciality, the ability to access raw materials and gear the supply chain to meet such demand.
NGK Spark (5334) is trying to offset the risk of its spark plug business by investing in ceramics which will
form part of solid state batteries. The company made observations that Toyota’s in-house solid state
battery development is being developed with sulphur which is unsafe for humans when exposed to
hydrogen. NGK Spark is using a different solution but says Murata (6981) Taiyo Yuden (6976) and NGK
Insulators (5333) are all involved in similar applications to solid state batteries.
Technology will continue improving but the ultimate question will be commerciality.
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Cobalt 21. Raw materials – whether the virtue signalling will extend to Blood-Cobalt
demand
In the quest to get the raw materials for the batteries, cobalt, which is around 42% of current consumption,
is mainly mined in countries with poor human rights records. 60% of cobalt is found in Congo. Some
suggest that the demand for cobalt will soar up to 30-fold by 2030.
Fig.25: 5-yr Cobalt Prices (US$/tonne)

Fig.26: Demand for EV battery ingredients

Source: Bloomberg New Energy, LME

Cobalt prices
In the last two years, we have seen cobalt prices rise from $25/tonne to around $60 today. However as
much as the idea of higher prices should make EVs logically more expensive, in fact the cost per KWh
continues to decline, however margins are likely to be anaemic.

Lithium
carbonate
Lithium carbonate prices, which were around $2,000/metric tonne at the turn of the century are now
prices
around $8,000 with the coming 3-4 years likely to climb another 50% before pulling back to around
But prices $9,000/t after that according to Roskill.
coming down
Although according to Samsung SDI, the US$/KWh breakeven point is likely to be reached in 2019 at
$200/KWh. By 2021 that should come down toward $150/KWh. Margins will be ‘thin’.

22. Charging Infrastructure
Chargers
The roll out of fast chargers is growing. Where to install these ‘charge stands’? Traditional petrol stations
will be marginalised to serve a larger proportion of commercial vehicles. That could mean that local gas
stands go out of business or require a major overhaul in operations. If charging times take 20-30 minutes,
cycle time will be poor.
2 million in
2016 According to the International Energy Agency (IEA) EV charging outlets surpassed 2 million in 2016.
Electric cars still outnumber public charging stations by more than six to one, indicating that most drivers
rely primarily on private charging stations.
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Fig.27: Global EVSE outlets, 2010-16

Source: IEA

Not all are the ‘fast charge’ variety, which naturally cost much more to install than the regular charge
Time taken type. The International Energy Agency (IEA) reports that there is still uncertainty on the exact quantity
and type of charging stations.
For the consumer a fast charge still takes one hour versus the 5 minutes to brim a fuel tank. A
120kW fast charge could take 1-2 hours for a 300 mile range. A 50kW charger might take 3-4 hours. A
6kW system may take up to 12 hours. Whatever the case, infrastructure will continue to be a bottleneck
and drivers will likely get sick and tired of having range anxiety. Not to mention wanting to do an
emergency charge, but having to wait in a roadside service area until the current user is finished in over
one hour’s time.

The costs of
installation

$100,000

Of course we can argue that charging technology will improve but how much will the infrastructure cost
and how easily upgradable are existing sites? In early 2015 PG&E filed a proposal with Californian
authorities to install 25,000 regular public charging stations for $654mn or around $26,000 per site. The
units themselves are approximately $6,000 with installation the greater cost due to boring,
trenching and mounting.
Public fast chargers are more expensive due to the requirement of a 480V transformer. RMI estimates
the cost of such Level 3 fast chargers is in the domain of $50,000-$100,000 range. So they are not
cheap to roll out. Ultimately someone has to pay for it. The question is who?
The IEA stated in its 2017 report that,

China
growing fast
chargers
fastest
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“The growth of publicly accessible chargers accompanies the increase in the number of electric cars on
the road: the growth rate in the number of publicly accessible chargers in 2016 (72%) was higher, but of
similar magnitude, to that of the electric car stock growth in the same year (60%). The higher rate of
growth for chargers than electric cars is consistent with the need to deploy chargers as a prerequisite for
EV adoption and the nascent nature of most of the electric car markets.…Publicly accessible EVSE
growth was primarily driven by the rapid increase in the number of fast chargers, largely attributable to
China, where fast chargers grew sevenfold to nearly 90 thousand units.31 Even when China is not
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considered, the growth rate for publicly accessible fast chargers in 2016 was still greater than publicly
available slow chargers…”

Fig.28: EV stock & publicly available EVSE outlets, by country and type of charger, 2016

Source: IEA

By 2020 China aims to deploy 4.3 million private EV charging outlets, 500,000 public chargers for
cars and 850 intercity quick-charge stations, among other targets. The EU Directive on the Deployment
EV cities of Alternative Fuels Infrastructure (EC, 2014) required EU member countries to define electric charging
point targets for 2020. France has stated its ambition to deploy 7 million charging outlets by 2030.
The IEA makes the claim of using EV cities to drive the adoption. While in theory larger city centres are
subject to greater restrictions of access, parking and congestion zones, the idea that a rural town copying
the program of a big city would unlikely result in similar adoption rates.

Fig.29: EV city policies that drive EV adoption

Source: IEA

In its conclusion the IEA noted,
“In the next 10 to 20 years the electric car market will likely transition from early deployment to mass
market adoption. Assessments of country targets, OEM announcements and scenarios on electric car
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deployment seem to confirm these positive signals; indicating that the electric car stock may range
between 9 million and 20 million by 2020 and between 40 million and 70 million by 2025.”
Aircraft
hangar
assumptions

Regardless of the adoption rates, it is worth nothing that governments are setting policy against estimates
that are wider than an aircraft hangar door. Therefore investment decisions in the basket of EV related
companies is likely to be a risky investment. EV related stocks have done exceptionally well to date but
as ever when reality dawns, the downside is a gaping chasm. A look at the history of Ballard Power in
Canada is a good yardstick for looking what happens when the wind is taken from a theme’s sails.

23. The dangers of autonomous driving
So much faith is put in the hands of computers nowadays but the idea of driverless cars is still fraught
with danger. Car & Driver reported;
The dangers
of
autonomous
driving

"Researchers at the University of Washington have shown they can get computer vision systems to
misidentify road signs using nothing more than stickers made on a home printer. UW computer-security
researcher Yoshi Kohno described an attack algorithm that uses printed images stuck on road signs.
These images confuse the cameras on which most self-driving vehicles rely. In one example, explained
in a document uploaded to the open-source scientific-paper site arXiv last week, small stickers attached
to a standard stop sign...using an attack disguised as graffiti, researchers were able to get computer
vision systems to misclassify stop signs at a 73.3 percent rate, causing them to be interpreted as
Speed Limit 45 signs."
One step beyond tricking on-board systems as aforementioned, a full hack of a car has far more risky
implications. NHTSA launched an investigation when Chrysler cars could be manipulated to hijack
the brakes and accelerator. It took five years for Chrysler to fix the full takeover hack and required a
1.4 million vehicle recall.

Car hacking

Which then begs the question of ultimate liability for insurance companies.

Fig. 30: tricking the driverless detection systems

Source: University of Washington
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Tesla’s Tesla has been a big fan of pushing its Auto Pilot. In early 2016 it was pushing the cowbell road as an
Cowbell extension of a car that iPhone app upgrade capability.
Road
Fig.31: Cowbell Road function on a Tesla

Looking at Fig.31, note the driver is speeding at 70mph in a 65mph zone. Second, the ‘psychedelic
cowbell (rainbow) road’ is constantly moving so it could be distracting. Third, the driver (one of many to
post videos on YouTube) is using a smartphone behind the wheel to take a video of his/her supposedly
Mario Kart function.
Musk is
actively
encouraging
drivers to
break the law

Not 100%
foolproof

So two laws have been broken on the back of a CEO actively promoting owners to try it. It should
be of concern to shareholders that Musk is letting the potential success of the Model 3 go to his head
and is using the current media spotlight to aggressively promote the Tesla brand in any way. Promotion
is not a bad thing unless that advocacy potentially leads to danger. Now whether the Tesla’s built in radar
guided autopilot system could potentially prevent an accident is beside the point.
These auto-pilot functions are not 100% fool proof and were an accident to occur (especially one resulting
in death – which has happened) a driver or family could quickly point to the cowbell function as distracting
him/her and put the blame back on Tesla and there is no right of reply if the CEO himself is promoting
such optionality of his vehicle. To CMR it suggests that Musk is grossly underestimating potential legal
pitfalls of the automotive industry and the dangers of class action lawsuits that have impacted
brand image of major OEMs. Is Musk’s team of legal experts somehow lost on the psychedelic cowbell
road themselves to advise that such a mindless function which carries no perceivable benefit to safety,
moreover putting owners in harm’s way is somehow smart?

Fig. 32:Elon Musk’s Tweet of how to activate cowbell road

Source: Twitter
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No way in the world would Toyota’s CEO Akio Toyoda or Daimler’s Chairman Dieter Zetsche actively
promote such a function in Toyota or Mercedes Benz cars let alone any other OEM.

Fig. 33: Elon Musk promotes the autopilot system saving a customer

Source: Twitter

Stupidity of
drivers

One must question the stupidity of some drivers who are completely putting their faith in the system by
videoing themselves playing cards, reading books, arm wrestling and other stupid activities while behind
the wheel. Yet, Tesla has been selling a false sense of security to customers. While the fine print on
Auto Pilot usage would undoubtedly carry a warning, when the CEO is publicly celebrating its amazing
functionality his legal team should be on high alert. No judge is going to ignore this as evidence.

Fig.34: Gullible drivers putting faith in the Tesla Auto Pilot – quite simply, stupid!

Source: YouTube
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24. Class action lawsuits – Auto companies are massive whales to ambulance chasers
Ford Pinto Automotive OEMs have at times been raked over the coals by the regulator. Some problems have been
through fate, others through deliberate cost cutting measures. Recall the Ford Pinto from the 1970s.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) ruled in 1977 that the Pinto’s fuel system
was defective and had been responsible for multiples deaths. The apparent design change to prevent
such hazard was only $11 and Ford Motor (F US) had weighed up the risk of up to 180 deaths was less
than the cost of install. The jury awarded $125mn in damages (which was later reduced).
Audi 5000 Audi in the US was crushed for unintended acceleration issues in the 1980s. In 1985 the car maker
shifted 75,000 cars but after a 60 Minutes expose, the sales had trickled to 12,000 by 1991. It would take
Toyota Audi almost two decades to see the 1985 unit numbers again. In 2012, Toyota ended up paying $1.2bn
accelerator to the US Justice Department over an unintended acceleration case to avoid prosecution over supposed
internal documents. 9.3 million Toyota vehicles were recalled.
Firestone

Refuse
claims

In 2000, Ford was also mired in controversy along with Bridgestone when the latter’s Firestone
subsidiary was blamed by the OEM as responsible for a spate of rollovers causing over 200 deaths due
to their claim of defective tyres. In coming months Bridgestone’s shares fell 60%. Ford shares declined
almost 50% during the same period. Payouts cost $100s of millions.
While the true outcomes of legal disputes may take years or decades, markets by their very nature will
look to price risk and assume millions, possible billions in damages. Insurance companies will feel very
comfortable blaming the systems for their failure in protecting drivers and refuse to settle claims.

25. Big Brother – do you really want your every move logged?
While one might think autonomous vehicles are the future, consider the privacy implications. Your car
The could be remotely controlled. Your data of where you travel, when you travel and what you do will
downside become available.

Tracking

Many of us subconsciously sell our whereabouts when we click “allow” location services on certain phone
apps. All this data is mined to try to trap you in capture points for marketers. Ever noticed when you are
searching for a holiday in Italy and when you head back to your internet 3 hours later looking at something
completely unrelated, the banner advertising is offering hotel or air tickets to Italy!? Strange that – Not!
Do people wish to have such tracking in their lives? Were such data hacked, thieves could use the
data to work out when you were out of the house, where you shop, bank and where your kids go to
school. Think of how many post to social media where they are going on holiday and what not. Many are
already loose with public information to then have applications and systems that monitor your every
move.

Lawyers!
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Even if it sounds like conspiracy theory, this is something few have considered. Perhaps cynically we
might think that infidelity may drop as a result or on the other hand increase meaning if you could trade
lawyers as investments they could be strong buys or sells!
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26. The graveyard of history doesn’t favour ‘this time it is different’
As a quick reminder in 1999, when auto think tanks were pushing the idea of 10% EVs by 2010, the
Remember reality in 2017 is 1%. Technological change comes at a glacial pace because commerciality always plays
1999 into it. It is amazing how investors still clamour for the ‘this time it is different’ argument like lemmings.
As a contrarian investor when hearing such one way arguments on subjects, it is time to take the other
side.
Whether tech boom and bust or the prelude to the global financial crisis – we can see that history has at
times proven not to be on the side of conventional wisdom, or the consensus view, but on the side of
History not
those who dissented from them. More significantly, we see too how media have failed us by not being
on side of
rigorous and questioning enough, resulting in many misrepresentations taking too long to be discovered.
consensus
We have seen so often that the time of greatest certainty is, in fact, the time to be most sceptical. “If we
spent more time on biopsies in journalism”, as Adrianna Huffington has suggested, “there would be
far fewer autopsies.” Tesla is no exception.

That
renewables
smell again

Casting a wand over how things will play out over the next decade smells exactly like the renewables
companies at the turn of the century. So much hype was thrown around about how renewables would
provide endless prosperity. Governments shelled out billions in subsidies and generous feed-in-tariffs.
What we ended up was massive overproduction resulting in price competition that buried many players.

SunEdison

Many people may have overlooked Sun Edison, the world’s largest renewable company filed for Chapter
11 bankruptcy in April 2016. Renewable energy bowling pins continue to be skittled despite the glorious
policy sunlight as a backdrop

Fig.35: Sun Edison ($mn) & share price
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Source: Contrarian Marketplace Research, company data

2011 alone is great example of how so many of the solar companies went to the wall, Fig.36. This is a
Graveyard
prime example of governments not realising how policy they make can lead to false expectations.
of 2011
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Fig 36 – Graveyard of Solar firms in just 2011
Abound Solar (CdTe) bankrupt
AQT (CIGS) closed
Ampulse (thin silicon) closed
Arise Technology (PV modules) bankrupt
Azuray (microinverters) closed
BP (c-Si panels) exits solar business
Centrotherm (PV manufacturing equipment) bankrupt
CSG (c-Si on glass) closed by Suntech
Day4 Energy (cell interconnects) delisted from TSX exchange
ECD (a-Si) bankrupt
Energy Innovations (CPV) bankrupt
Flexcell (a-Si roll-roll BIPV) closed
GlobalWatt (solar) closed
GreenVolts (CPV) closed
Global Solar Energy (CIGS) closed
G24i (DSCs) bankrupt in 2012, re-emerged as G24i Power with new investors
Hoku (polysilicon) shut down its Idaho polysilicon production facility
Inventux (a-Si) bankrupt
Konarka (OSCs) bankrupt
Odersun (CIGS) bankrupt
Pramac (a-Si panels built with equipment from Oerlikon) insolvent
Pairan (Germany inverters) insolvent
Ralos (developer) bankrupt
REC Wafer (c-Si) bankrupt
Satcon (BoS) bankrupt
Schott (c-Si) exits c-Si business
Schuco (a-Si) shutting down its a-Si business
Sencera (a-Si) closed
Siliken (c-Si modules) closed
Skyline Solar (LCPV) closed
Siemens (CSP, inverters, BOS) divestment from solar
Solar Millennium (developer) insolvent
Solarhybrid (developer) insolvent
Sovello (Q.cells, Evergreen, REC JV) bankrupt
SolarDay (c-Si modules) insolvent
Solar Power Industries (PV modules) bankrupt
Soltecture (CIGS BIPV) bankrupt
Sun Concept (developer) bankrupt
Oelmaier (Germany inverters) insolvent, bought by agricultural supplier Lehner Agrar
Q.Cells (c-Si) insolvent, acquired by South Korea's Hanwha
Sharp (a-Si) backing away from a-Si, retiring 160 of its 320 megawatts in Japan
Solibro (CIGS) Q-Cells unit acquired by China's Hanergy
Solon (c-Si) acquired by UAE's Microsol
Scheuten Solar (BIPV) bankrupt, then acquired by Aikosolar
SolFocus (CPV) layoffs, restructuring for sale
Sunways (c-Si, inverters) bought by LDK, restructuring to focus on BIPV and storage

Source: GreenTech Media
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27. Tesla’s other distraction – SolarCity

SolarCity
around
8-10% of
revenues

South
Australia

While investors are more or less totally (and rightly) focused on the car business, occasionally Solar
City takes the limelight. SolarCity tends to be around 8-10% of group revenues.
From Tesla’s own blurb “the acquisition of SolarCity will create the world’s only integrated sustainable
energy company, from energy generation to storage to transportation. Just as Tesla has demonstrated
the superiority of electric vehicles, the solar roof and Powerwall 2 will transform energy generation and
storage.”
No sooner had the South Australians realised they needed back up power mid-way through 2017, Elon
Musk was front and centre with the South Australian Premier Jay Weatherill offering his battery storage
systems with the promise of installation inside of 100 days or it is free. Once again full credit for Musk to
make such standout proposals and such is his presence that the Premier fell hook, line and sinker even
though the state will get a maximum of 4 minutes power in the case of a blackout.
We believe investors give little or no value to SolarCity as the company is living and breathing on the
success of the auto business. Auto business results are everything.

28. Cash Flow – eerily similar action to One.Tel

Similar tale?

Sometimes we can be so distracted by the noise that it is the simple things that can be most telling. In
Australia in 2000, a mobile telecoms provider One.Tel became insolvent. Its cashflow position looked as
follows (Fig.37). We note that Tesla’s cashflow position looks eerily similar.

Fig.38: Tesla Cashflow (US$mn)

Fig.37: One.Tel Cashflow (A$mn)
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Cashflow
matters

While Tesla boasts cash on the balance sheet of $3 billion, this cashflow trend is worth bearing in mind.
Tesla also shows very similar revenue growth as One.Tel, Fig.39. We compare the previous four years
for both companies. High revenue growth eventually has to convert into positive operating cashflow.

Fig.39: Tesla Revenue progression vs One.Tel
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Fed tax
credit to
end?

Of course some may argue that Tesla’s investment in the Gigafactory is a necessary evil for the cashflow
to look as it does however if the company cannot get through ‘production hell’ then will creditors be willing
just to believe in Elon Musk’s sweet talk?.
We should not forget that the federal tax credit for EVs is likely to end sometime next year. For
vehicles acquired after December 31, 2009, the credit is equal to $2,500 plus, for a vehicle which draws
propulsion energy from a battery with at least 5 kilowatt hours of capacity, $417, plus an additional $417
for each kilowatt hour of battery capacity in excess of 5 kilowatt hours. The total amount of the credit
allowed for a vehicle is limited to $7,500.

At present the California Air Resources Board (CARB) Clean Vehicle Rebate Project (CVRP) adds
$2,500 meaning at present a $35,000 Model 3 will cost $25,000. As we learnt earlier, should the tax
CARB credit end then one would imagine the order book will be impacted, like we have seen in HK or
Norway.

29. The economy – can I crash at your place?
Interest rates The global economy has been riding on the back of extremely low interest rates that have fuelled asset
turning up bubbles in equities, bonds and housing. In the past 12 months the US Federal Reserve has been on a
tightening cycle. 10 year yields have also trended 90bps higher since the lows of July 2016.
Unemployed
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One chart that haunts us is the 70 year trend in ‘unemployed persons’ in the US. The trough of
unemployed persons has been an uncanny predictor of recessions, Fig.40. The shaded regions in the
chart depict recessions.
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Fig.40: US Unemployed Persons – 1948-Sep 2017

Source: St Louis Federal Reserve

Duration of
unemployed

In Fig.41, the St Louis Fed records that in the last 70 years, the average time one is in a state of
unemployment (i.e. duration) in America is now 27 weeks (6 months). Assuming that we are in the sweet
spot of a tight labour market we can see clearly that this post-GFC ‘recovery’ at its best is 25% worse
than the worst we have seen over seven decades of post-recession recoveries where the figure
has barely nudged over 20 weeks. Reading CEO Bullard’s remarks in a presentation back in April 2016,
titled ‘Slow normalization or no normalization?’ that these are extraordinary times.
Fig.41: Average Duration of Unemployed Persons – 1948-Sep 2017

Source: St Louis Federal Reserve

One of CMR’s biggest black swan concerns in the US actually stems from the state of public pensions
which frankly have ugly written all over them. Around 18 months ago CMR covered the discussion.
Black swans
You might be wondering what the following has to do with Tesla but it is important to bear in mind. Take
a deep breath.
Unfunded
pensions
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The US Federal Reserve (Fed) reported in 2013 that the State of California had an official unfunded
pension liability status equivalent to 43% of state revenue. However, if marked-to-market with realistic
discount rates we estimate that it is equivalent to 300% of state revenue or 7x greater. Going back to
2000, California had an unfunded liability less than 11% of tax collections. As a percent of GDP it has
grown from 2% to 9.7% based on official figures. If our estimate is correct, the marked-to market reality
is that California's unfunded state pension (i.e. for public servants only) is around 18% of state
GDP!
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Fig.42: 2008 vs 2014 Marked to Market Pension Debt/State Total General Tax
Revenue growth rate (%)
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The impact can be seen in Figs. 43-45. Gross pension unfunded debt marked-to-market at a 3% discount
rate works out at 9.6x California’s tax take and its impact on households has grown from $36,000 to
almost $78,000 between 2008 and 2014.

Fig.43: 2014 Total Marked to Market Pension Debt/State Total General Tax
Revenues (x)
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The risk of state and local governments going bust could become a reality yet no one is really thinking
S&L? deeply about the path out of it. It is a nightmare for Main Street who will likely have to wear it through
higher taxes and lower payouts.
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Fig.44: 2008 Marked to Market Pension Debt/Household (US$) by state
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Fig.45: 2014 Marked to Market Pension Debt/Household (US$) by state
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The Federal Reserve has documented the current status (latest data is 2013) on unfunded public pension
liabilities at the state and local levels versus state GDP and annual tax revenues.
The other
elephant in
the room
Global debt
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Then there is the other elephant in the room. A McKinsey report from February 2015 showed very little
signs of slowdown in global debt creation. Since the end of 2007, total debt outstanding has grown to
almost 3x global GDP. In short we have added approximately all the debt accumulated to 2000 in
only 16 years. While arguments that debt servicing has fallen due to low interest rates, we are not seeing
strong economic growth rates going back to our central argument that it takes more dollars of debt to
create one dollar of GDP growth.
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Fig. 46: Total Global Debt (US$ tn)

Fig. 47: Total Global Debt to GDP
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As debt levels continue to climb to ever more unsustainable levels, incremental changes to interest rates
300% of on the upside add considerable strain. The problem for the academics inside the central banks they
GDP continue to be overly optimistic on forecasts which in the end with the global economy showing greater
signs of slowing we run greater risks of running head on into GFC Part 2 which will be even worse than
GFC.

Fig.48:

Source: Contrarian Marketplace Research, Ratings Agencies

Credit
quality dying
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While we bathe in a stock bull market it is best not to forget the deterioration in credit quality. Fig.48
shows the trend of credit ratings for ‘investment grade’ equities in the US by decile. Note the alarming
trend of the highest rated companies (from the left hand side) declining as a percentage of total and the
sharp uptick in deteriorating low ‘investment’ grade credit ratings (the right hand side) over the 20062016 period. Yes, credit quality is be getting much worse.
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US light vehicle sales have been travelling around the 17.5 million unit level annualised for the past two
years. However in recent months, the auto inventory/sales ratio has headed back above 3x to levels not
seen since GFC.

Fig.49 : US Auto Inventory/Sales Ratio (x)

Source: St Louis Federal Reserve

Poverty
growing in On that basis governments paying people to buy EVs may well come abruptly to an end, even in
the US California. We should not overlook the fact that poverty has risen in almost every state (2014 vs 2009).
2,000,000 more Californians lived in poverty over that period yet you can still get an EV subsidy.
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Fig 50: % of Americans in Poverty by State – 2009 vs 2014
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2016
As much as people were shocked at the Trump victory in the 2016 presidential election it is something
election
we had long predicted since late 2015. Poverty growth was a huge factor. While Hillary Clinton was
rallying the NY and LA elite at $1,000 dinner plate campaigns, Trump was hitting mainstream America,
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chanting Make America Great Again. Partisan politics aside, Fig. 51 shows how many states swung his
way which experienced sharp rises in poverty post GFC. While opinion polls might point to guaranteed
MAGA disaster in 2020, why would anyone back the media which has lower trust ratings than the president?

Fig. 51: 2008 & 2016 election outcomes & poverty levels by state
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SNAP

Note the growth in food stamps (SNAP) in Fig. 52 which peaked at 47 million recipients post GFC. We
argued during the election that the gap between the haves and have nots was widening. The chart is split
by Democrat (blue) and Republican (red) winner by state the election.
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Fig. 52: SNAP growth rates under Obama by state
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While SNAP recipients have come back down to a more respectable 42 million and many are not in line
to buy a Tesla, there is no question that frivolous support to help the well-heeled buy EVs is unlikely to
be a sustainable strategy. Reality has to bite at some stage.
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30. Investing in the EV hype
We are now in the homestretch. From our analysis we see there is little upside to staying long the Tesla
Headwinds story. The headwinds against it are incredible. It is not to discredit the amazing achievements of Elon
Musk to jolt the incumbent car makers as he has. Sadly the experienced auto makers’ financial position,
distribution footprint, product range and most importantly production expertise will give them a huge
tactical advantage.

Panasonic
a poor choice

Of course some will argue that having a tier one supplier in the form of Panasonic in batteries as a big
advantage for Tesla however we disagree. While the firm has chipped in $1.6bn for the Gigafactory, in
the last decade, Panasonic has delivered shareholders ¥870bn (c.US$8bn) in net losses. The idea
it wants to generate 20% of its revenues from automotive in the coming few years is overly optimistic.

Fig. 53:Panasonic Rev & OP
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More than that, Panasonic most recent net profit was almost half that of a decade ago. With a declining
Commodity
top line and a restructuring of its business. Even if one thought Panasonic was a good way to play
product
the EV shift, we believe that buying the company is like buying a fruitcake to get some raisins.
There are more pure ways to get exposure to the EV market. The rest of the fruitcake remains in
commoditised products.
As for Tesla itself, as made clear in Point 1, we think that even giving it the benefit of the doubt that it hits
1,000,000 units production by 2020, assuming it can carry the profitability levels of a BMW or Mercedes
Benz then the shares are at best 42% cheaper than today.
Tesla has it all to prove. The shares are pricing that possibility but mean reversion is a given.
Gearing up
for battle
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On the positive side, we earlier spoke of the companies that are hedged whichever way the EV or ICE
battle goes. It is not about chasing the companies who will spend a fortune on developing intricate
electronics, lasers or connectors.
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Toyota
suppliers

We were not surprised at the number of Japanese auto suppliers we encountered at the Tokyo Motor
Show who just towed the party line. The Toyota suppliers (Denso (6902) and Aisin Seiki (7259)) were
the worst offenders. In any event, most were heavily invested in the R&D

Split market

However the German suppliers were the most open and honest. They spoke of how having the market
split by a US not so interested in changing regulations in any hurry to that of the EU which will
likely push for it.

Daikyo
Nishikawa

What it suggests is that investments should be directed toward reducing weight. Fig. 55 shows a
plastic rear door including a plastic window module for the domestically sold Daihatsu Tanto and the
majority of panels (excluding doors- still steel for side impact safety reasons) for the Daihatsu Copen.
These pieces are made by Hiroshima-based DaikyoNishikawa (DN). The company has a 70% customer
weight to Mazda but this is broadening. Not least because of Toyota’s purchase of Daihatsu but the JV
with Mazda.
Fig.55: Daikyo Nishikawa - full module including plastic window (left) & Daihatsu Copen

Source: Daikyo Nishikawa

Before investors jump to the conclusion that this is basic injection moulding which can be replicated by
High barriers many makers, the reality is far from this. The latest technology which allows the paint to be pre
to entry impregnated into the panel (dispending with the paint shop) with quality equal to that of steel. Auto makers
have struggled to get the finish quality on plastic panels to reach that of steel because of the inherent
bonding properties of paint. Now that it is part of the plastic panel the opportunity to switch heavier metal
components for plastic in areas where safety is not an issue will continue to rise. Yet the winners will be
the ones that can supply at consistent rates and quality of which there will be few. DN will be one.
Plastic Beyond body panels and interiors, plastic windows and moon rooves are now technically possible. With
windows scratch and fade resistant coatings, the light weight and durability vs glass is no longer an issue. The
only area unlikely to be made of plastic is the windscreen due to superior light refraction characteristics.
Over time as autonomous driving systems become more sophisticated and fool proof, the auto makers
Toyoda
will be able to increase the use of plastic panels. Toyoda Gosei is slightly behind and less ‘pure play’
Gosei
than Daikyo Nishikawa but they openly admitted they will be increasing supply of exterior plastic panels.
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The beauty of the automotive plastic makers is that they have a growing relative market no matter
which way the auto makers lean – ICE or EV. It will be to the chagrin of gearbox makers that have to
ICE or EV balance the shift from conventional transmissions to electric motors and the production tooling to match
it. It is the same argument for discrete component makers.
Remember Think of the plastic makers a bit like Oki Electric (6803) back in the day. While the semiconductor giants
Oki? were busy cutting themselves up for supremacy in 16Mb and 32Mb chips destroying margins in the
process, Oki sat back alone building 4Mb chips which were all that was required for toasters and
kettles and made a fortune in a market where everyone else wasn’t looking.

Analogue

Analogue products are the one area investors are completely overlooking. Note the ludicrously expensive
titanium battery pack covers that Tesla is using can easily be made from high quality plastics too. As
solid state batteries hit the market, plastic covers will easily manage the task.

Some argue that Toray (3402) is another key way to play the EV game in lighter materials. While the
Toray costs of carbon-fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) has come down and there is a lot of benefit to be able
to cut 1/3rd the standard weight of a steel monocoque chassis, it will for the foreseeable future be the
domain of luxury vehicles.
We can already see this with the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries’ (7011) MRJ regional jet. The original wing
Costs was meant to be made from carbon fibre composites but traditional aluminium was favoured for cost
reasons. Oh the irony that it has been discovered that Kobe Steel (5406) products are embedded in these
parts.

Toray is a
hype stock

Toray is a stock that often gets boosted with fads. The Boeing 787 thematic literally saw Toray’s
carbon fibre exposure get treated with such elevated status that investors conveniently forgot the 80% of
margin sapping fibres at the mercy of a highly competitive market. Toray has seen its top line come under
pressure in recent years and it is unlikely that CFRP for cars will explode in the near term but we do not
rule out the stock continues to trade higher on the ‘thematic’, as it seems to be doing, Fig.57.

Fig.56: Toray (3402) Revenue & OP (\mn)
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Nippon
Carbon

Some other investors seem to be thinking the likes of Nippon Carbon (5302) and its supply of chemicals
to EVs is another great way to play the thematic. Nippon Carbon’s true calling is its JV with General
Electric (GE) and Safran (SAF). Nippon Carbon’s HI-NICALON product, the result of 40 years of R&D
perfection, is the core ingredient for use in the next generation commercial jet engines.

The ceramic matrix composites (CMC) that HI-NICALON helps create allows jet engines to burn much
hotter meaning the basic joule output is much higher and emissions lower than with conventional super
alloys. That means engine size and weight can be reduced as the specific power is raised. The company
CMCs has been asked to increase capacity 10-fold to meet demand. Only one other company, Ube Industries
(4208) has a competing product known as Tyrannofibre which they are developing with Rolls-Royce
(RR/). It is likely both Japanese CMC intermediate suppliers will have their hands full to bother getting
into price wars.

Fig.59: DaikyoNishikawa (4246) Share Price

Fig.58: DaikyoNishikawa - Revenue & EPS
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EV play with
a bigger What people often misread is that getting the next generation aircraft technologies certified makes
silver a pharmaceutical company seeking FDA approval for a new medicine child’s play by comparison.
lining Genuine aeronautic technologies come around once every 30-40 years. CMCs are one of those. The
other benefit of CMC is that the engine manufacturers source the material directly from the producer as
they will refuse to compromise on cheaper materials and risk certification failing. For CMR, EVs are a
side business for Nippon Carbon but it is worth pointing out the most product almost no analysts will
discuss because they are so caught up in the EV religion.

Punchy
estimates
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Consensus estimates for Nippon Carbon do look encouraging and the follow through from the aerospace
related business have multi-decadal legs given the likely uptake of engines beyond the Leap-X which will
be on the new Boeing 737 MAX are already being discussed by GE for the upgraded power plant on the
update to the Boeing 777. Watch this space
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Fig.60: Nippon Carbon (5302) Revenue & EPS

Fig.61: Nippon Carbon (5302) Share Price
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Choices

Toyoda Gosei shares have improved however the more diverse nature of the company has seen
profitability wane. In that sense we think that the purer nature of DaikyoNishikawa is the better option.

Fig.62: Toyoda Gosei (7282) - Revenue & EPS

Fig.63: Toyoda Gosei (7282) – Share Price
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Sumitomo As more of a long shot, Sumitomo Electric (5802) has some interesting EV/ICE hedge opportunity in
Electric the wiring harness world. In the same vein of DaikyoNishikawa, Sumitomo Electric will be required
whichever speed the transition to EV goes.
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Fig.64: Sumitomo Elec (5802) - Revenue & EPS

Fig. 65: Sumitomo Elec (5802) Share Price
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Sumitomo Electric will also benefit from the requirement of higher specification wiring harnesses as the
electrical demands of cars continues to rise.
Conti We think Continental AG (CON) sits in a nice space. With the defensiveness of tyres, it also holds an
important growth angle into automated driving and interior electronics. Conti is also a big fan of
modularisation and can sell braking corners along with the driver electronics package for autonomous
driving.

Fig.66: Continental AG (CON) - Revenue
& EPS
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Schaeffler

We also believe that Schaeffler (SHA) plays to the weaknesses of European governments eager to find
solutions to their misguided EV plans. The company aims to connect the grid by renewables into the EV
infrastructure. In a sense they seem to be an ‘in emergency break glass’ solution which is a bit of a dark
horse way to look at the company despite its business in transmissions and EV motors which allows it to
play in either field..

Fig.68: Scaheffler AG - Revenue & EPS

Fig.69: Schaeffler AG (SHA) – Share Price
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Switching to some others that are given credit for being involved with EVs but have tougher hills to climb,
FCV tank the first candidate is Yachiyo Industry (7298).

Fig.66: Yachiyo Ind (7298) -Rev & EPS
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60 secs vs Yachiyo’s mainline business is creating petrol tanks, mainly for Honda Motor (7267). The main EV
5 hours exposure is to make hydrogen fuel tanks for fuel cells. Whereas a petrol tank can be pushed out at
one per 60 seconds, the complex nature of the FCV tank means production takes around 5 hours
per unit.
Apart from the time taken to manufacture, fuel cell vehicles in Japan are constrained by two big issues.
First is that by law, all hydrogen refuelling stations are required to have two qualified people to
pump it into the FCV tank. While range of 350km is possible, the infrastructure to roll it out in Japan is
unlikely to take off.

Bearings

Yachiyo does make plastic parts for automobiles but we do not believe it has the scope and reach of
Daikyo Nishikawa.
We think the bearing makers J-TEKT and NTN do not have much in the way of answers. While electronic
power steering has merit in autonomous driving, the engineers do not brood with confidence.
In summary our EV basket is essentially positive on companies that work in either environment.

NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE

Tesla (TSLA)

Toray (3402)

DaikyoNishikawa (4246)

Panasonic (6752)

Denso (6902)

Toyoda Gosei (7282)

Yachiyo Industry (7298)

Aisin Seiki (7259)

Sumitomo Electric (5802)

J-TEKT (6370)

Furukawa Elec (5801)

Schaeffler (SHA)

NTN (6472)

GS Yuasa (6674)

Continental AG (CON)

Summary
EVs are a
religion

CMR has long held that EVs are more an emotional than a rational discussion, the Frankfurt and Tokyo
Motor Shows proved our point that this is smoke and mirrors. The honesty of engineers in the supply
chain is refreshing. Unbound by the constraints of fact book platitudes served up by polished PR
departments, they speak in cold hard facts.

Auto makers
aren’t as
keen as
you think

Auto makers are hard on the campaign trail showing politicians they are on-board with EVs. In a few
years they will all be saying how the realities of hitting targets by 2040 are frankly too difficult,
necessitating a push out of the ICE ban for another 5-10 years. One engineer involved for over 20 years
developing EVs inside a German supplier said he thinks that these goals are totally unrealistic. He made
clear that the car makers are not wanting this and confirms our argument about drivetrain DNA being
protected at all costs.
While the EV market will continue to expand we continue to believe there are too many bottlenecks in
the system and that ‘virtue signalling’ governments competing to outdo each other are only compounding
the problems for the supply chain.
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To that end, these 30 reasons to show Tesla is over-valued are clear and present dangers. The stock is
trading at dizzying levels where the charisma of its CEO is causing investors to be disciples of his cult
not custodians of sensible investment policy.
What Contrarian Marketplace Research concludes is the same – history is about to be repeated
again yet the backdrop this time is clouded with far fewer safety nets when it becomes unstuck.
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make no representation that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such.
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